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EDITORIAL

New Year | New Decade
Zoé Cappe, Editor-in-Chief

Argentina is a country of altitudes,
while Chile is all about latitudes. The
two wine giants from South America
are as dynamic as ever. New wine
regions have been emerging and
producing great wines. Find out
why Opimian’s new Argentinian
producers, Finca Ferrer and Bodegas los Toneles,
chose to grow vines in this beautiful country.

MASTER PIECE

Go Organic? | One
Size Does Not Fit All
Jane Masters MW is Opimian’s Master of Wine

Continue your South American journey with asado,
Argentina’s best-known barbecue dish, and discover how
Quebecer Wayne McGurk came to be an Opimian member.
Jane Masters MW tells us all about organic wine, a trend
that is here to stay. But are organic wines really harmless?
Our new feature, Wine Tips, gives you advice and tips
on what truly matters: wine! Find out how weather can
affect a vintage on page 10.
Here’s to 2020—happy reading!

As wine drinkers, we increasingly desire not only
wines that taste great, but ones that also fit within
a healthy lifestyle. Wine producers want to consider
the land they farm, protect their families and
wildlife from chemical sprays, and encourage
biodiversity. But are the good intentions all they
are cracked up to be? And if so, why aren’t all wine
producers going organic?
In the 1970s, vine growers started to notice
the negative impact the heavy use of
agrochemicals was having on their soils. As a
response, the basic philosophy of organic
farming introduced the elimination of the use
of agrochemicals—pesticides, herbicides,
fungicides and chemical fertilizers used in the
vineyard. I italicize that word, because it would be wrong to say that
organic farming doesn’t use any chemicals at all. It is nearly
impossible to produce quality wine grapes with no treatments.
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Opimian does its part In the interest of eco design,
this magazine is printed on Domtar Lynx Offset paper,
allowing us to make a responsible environmental
choice without sacrificing quality or performance,
with a minimum of 10% post-consumer recycled
content. It is acid-free and FSC® certified.
Printed by Imprimerie L’Empreinte

PURA FE CABERNET
SAUVIGNON, MAIPO
VALLEY, ANTIYAL,
2018, LOT 1696

KUYEN BY ANTIYAL,
MAIPO VALLEY, 2018,
LOT 1698

Each wine region, depending on its geography and climate,
has different pests and disease pressures, making it easier to
practice organic viticulture in certain regions, such as those
with warm, dry climates. The two fungal diseases that are
common and the most problematic to most regions, however,
are downy and powdery mildew. Both need to be controlled in
order to yield a decent crop in terms of quality and quantity.
In organic viticulture, copper-based sprays are used against
downy mildew and sulphur is applied at regular intervals in
the vineyard to reduce powdery mildew.
There is no international standard for organic viticulture. Many
bodies exist, such as Agriculture Biologique in France, or the
USDA’s NOP (National Organic Program); each has a slightly
different set of rules and regulations to adhere to. All permit
the use of copper and sulphur-based treatments, within limits,
on the basis that these are natural elements rather than
synthetic, industrially produced compounds. But natural does
not necessarily mean harmless—think arsenic. One of the
issues is that over time, copper can build up in the soil to toxic
levels, thereby affecting biodiversity. Phosphite, an alternative
to copper, is permitted for organic viticulture in Germany, but
not by Agriculture Biologique in France.
Wines have an added layer of complexity compared to organic
fruits and vegetables, as grapes are fermented into wine. There
is a distinction between wines made from organically grown
grapes and organically made wine. Organic wine certifications
take into account details like yeasts and the amount of sulphur
dioxide that can be used to protect wines against oxidation and
spoilage. In the past, the no/low use of sulphur dioxide in the
winemaking process led to the production of off flavours.
Organic wines were synonymous with faulty wines. Today,
organic winemakers are much savvier.
In a humid climate such as Bordeaux, where downy mildew
pressure can be high, the spraying regime for organic
viticulture may require double the number of tractor passages
through the vineyard, which in turn affects compaction of the
soil and increases the carbon footprint of the vineyard through
the increased use of diesel. Agrochemicals also contribute to
the carbon footprint through emissions from their industrial
production, distribution and delivery to the vineyard.
Today vine growers and winemakers have much to consider.
It is not a simple one size fits all. Winemakers adopt a
sustainable philosophy and have to respond to whatever
conditions Mother Nature throws at them. For some, this will
be organic, but organic is not suitable for all. The goal must
always be to produce the best wines possible.
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PRODUCERS’ CORNER

Finca Ferrer | A
Corner of Paradise
Don José Ferrer founded Finca Ferrer
in 2003. The winery is located at 1,310
meters above sea level, at the foot of
the picturesque Andes Mountains,
in the heart of the prestigious region of
Gualtallary, in the province of Mendoza.

inevitable. Ekkert learned his profession through formal
studying, training with other winemakers, and from work
experiences in major wineries in Argentina and Europe. In his
own words, “as we know the potential of our raw materials,
paired with what we have in mind, we carry out our tasks in
the cellar through our know-how to make the best wines
possible in the most natural way.”

THE WINERY
Don José Ferrer acquired 300 hectares of vines and began to
design Finca Ferrer with his son, Pedro. They planted
varietals such as Malbec, Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir,
Syrah, Chardonnay, Torrontés and Tempranillo.
Ferrer chose this specific region of Gualtallary to build his
winery because, according to him, it was the best possible
place to make high caliber wines. The sandy, rocky and
inorganic soils and limestone foundation make this a perfect
site to grow vines. Today, Finca Ferrer has five permanent
employees, as well as temporary staff that helps out
throughout the year.
EXCEPTIONAL WINES
Daniel Ekkert is Finca Ferrer’s winemaker. Originally from the
Cuyo region of Argentina, Daniel has been living and breathing
wine from a young age—becoming a winemaker was almost
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According to Ekkert, having control over the time of harvest is
extremely important. Grapes have so much potential that it is
essential to make the greatest possible extraction (aromas,
colour, flavour) by working the grapes before the alcohol
ferments. Everything that is achieved at this stage makes the
wines softer, delicate and pleasant. Daniel believes that what
sets them apart is the level of care he demonstrates for every
last detail in winemaking.
When you sip Finca Ferrer wines, you taste the story of each
wine—a story of passion and dedication by a small team that
strives to use the best the Gualtallary region has to offer in
order to bring Argentina to you.
ACORDEÓN
CHARDONNAY, ESTATE
GROWN, GUALTALLARY,
2019, LOT 1676

FINCA FERRER, COLECCIÓN
1310 MTS., BLOCK A6,
MALBEC, TUPUNGATO, 2015,
LOT 1681

WINE TOURISM

Nueva Argentina |
Distinctive terroirs
CENTRE | Gualtallary, Mendoza
Located in the Uco Valley, the Gualtallary
vineyards grow at an altitude of
approximately 1,600 metres. A mix of
cool temperatures and the special
characteristics of the limestone soil
produce intense and elegant wines,
characterized by distinctive freshness and
minerality. These include the tasty wines
of the Finca Ferrer vineyard.

FUEGO BLANCO, VALLE DEL
SILEX, CONTRAVIENTO MALBEC,
VALLE DEL PEDERNAL, SAN
JUAN, 2018, LOT 1684

The famous regions of Mendoza, San Juan and La Rioja
produce 70% of Argentina’s wines. Eager to change the face of
Argentinian wines, a new generation of winegrowers is pushing the
boundaries of the territory and turning to smaller areas with special
climates to produce light, complex and original wines.

NORTH | Pedernal and Ullum, San
Juan

SOUTH | Neuquen and Chubut,
Patagonia

In the famous Pedernal Valley desert,
the topography and 1,350-metre
altitude provide a favourable climate
for winegrowing. Much like in the
Ullum Valley, frequent rainfalls,
cooler temperatures and arid soil
concentrate flavours and tannins.
With less than thirty days of cloudy
skies and an average temperature of
17°C, these valleys are ideal for
producing wines that offer a deep red
colour and well-defined aromas.

Patagonia is home to the world’s
southernmost vineyards. In the Neuquen
Valley, at an altitude of less than 396
metres, the generous sunshine, low
rainfall and strong winds work together
to thicken the skin of the grapes,
producing red wines with rich colour and
strong tannins. The Chubut Valley, in the
southernmost part of the country,
produces delicate white wines, thanks to
its temperature range and prolonged
summer light, both which ensure a slow
and optimal ripening of the fruit. The dry
and windy climate slows down diseases
and offers an ideal environment for
natural and organic winegrowing.
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Q&A

Bernardo Bossi Bonilla

FUEGO BLANCO,
VALLE DEL SILEX,
MALBEC, VALLE DEL
PEDERNAL, CUYO,
2017, LOT 1685

Fuego Blanco Wines, Bodega los Toneles

Bernardo is an Urugayan winemaker with a long career. A passion
for oenology led him to Mendoza. He is now in charge of Bodega
los Toneles wines, where he first worked and came back to in
2017. Like the tango says, “you always return to your first love.”

1. WHAT DOES YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH
OPIMIAN MEAN TO YOU?

A great opportunity to show members a
little bit about Argentina, our terroir and
our people.
2. HOW DID YOU START YOUR WINE
JOURNEY?

It first started when I was a kid, observing
my grandfather enjoying wine with every
meal. When I got older, my friends and I
would enjoy a bottle of wine with asado
(Argentinean BBQ). I fell in love with wine
and everything that surrounds it, so I
dropped out of university, where I was
studying psychology, and I moved to
Mendoza to study oenology.
3. HOW HAS THE ARGENTINIAN WINE
INDUSTRY EVOLVED SINCE YOU STARTED
MAKING WINE?

It’s a very dynamic industry because we
need to adapt to new consumers,
trends, markets. We are a New World
producer with more than 500 years of
history. The Spanish and Italians came

to Argentina in 1500 and brought the
first vines to our country.

9. WHAT ARE YOU DOING
WHEN YOU’RE NOT MAKING
WINE OR GROWING GRAPES?

4. WHICH OF YOUR CURRENT WINES ARE
YOU MOST EXCITED ABOUT?

Drinking wine and
enjoying time with family.

Fuego Blanco Cabernet Franc-Malbec.
It’s a unique blend of Malbec, our
traditional varietal, blended with
Cabernet Franc, something that is new
in Argentina and has great potential. It’s
a wine that reflects our terroir: a desert
in the middle of the Andes at 1,500
metres. with great concentration and
complex aromas.
5. IF YOU WERE NOT A WINEMAKER, WHAT
WOULD YOU DO?

Probably a shrink or soccer player… 20
kilos ago I was a really good player, but
wine and food are central to my life and
I’m quite happy about that.
6. WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT
YOUR JOB?

Everything! It’s not a job for me. Wine is
culture, and it is something that almost
everyone enjoys. I’m proud to be able to
do something that is so appreciated.
7. WHICH WINEMAKING TRADITIONS, IF
ANY, ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU?

Tradition is very important, but being
able to improve and be avant-garde is
also significant. I like to challenge
myself and the team every year in order
to deliver only the best from Pedernal.
8. WHAT IS THE BEST WINE YOU HAVE
EVER TASTED?

Wine from the next harvest. I don’t
believe there is a “best” wine—there is a
wine for every occasion.
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10. WHAT BOTTLE IS OPEN IN YOUR
KITCHEN RIGHT NOW?

An almost empty Fuego Blanco Malbec
and a Sauvignon Blanc.
11. WHAT UP-AND-COMING WINE REGION
WOULD YOU RECOMMEND TRAVELING
TO? WHY?

Argentina of course! Mendoza and San
Juan are unique as one of the highest
terroirs in the world without any ocean
influence. The Andes block all the humidity
from the Pacific and we are more than
1,000 km away from the Atlantic.
12. YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK OR MOVIE?

An Argentinean movie called Un Novio
Para Mi Mujer. As for a book, Aleph by
Paulo Coelho.
13. CAN YOU TELL US A FUN/FUNNY
ANECDOTE ABOUT YOUR TIME AS A
WINEMAKER?

I have too many, but when your members
visit us, we can have lunch and I’ll tell them
all my stories, blended with great wines.
14. WHAT’S THE BEST ADVICE YOU’VE
EVER RECEIVED?

To never be afraid to do something, to
be wrong, to make a mistake. To fail is
the learning part of success.
15. IF YOU COULD DESCRIBE YOUR
PHILOSOPHY, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

“Vivir la vida” (to live life).

YOUR STORIES

From Mexico to Opimian |
Via Chile’s Casa Nueva
By Wayne McGurk, Opimian member, Quebec

My love of delicious wine and food has taken me to
different parts of the world. Whenever my wife and I are
travelling, we enjoy meeting new people and experiencing
the country through the local cuisine and wine.
In 2013, we travelled to Zihuatanejo, Mexico with other foodies.
We decided to go out for dinner in the city of Ziwa, so not being
locals, we checked Tripadvisor for a restaurant.
We found a review of this little restaurant, El Murmullo
(roughly translated, “the wind whisperer”), a street-food place
with an award-winning chef and an outdoor kitchen. It looked
like a hole in the wall with a couple of chairs.
We settled in to eat on the street and the meal was amazing.
As wine lovers, what really blew us all away was when the staff
brought out a carafe and balloon wine glasses with this fantastic
Chilean wine, which we had never heard of: Casa Nueva
Cabernet Sauvignon 2012. It was a wine that was out of this
world. I loved its body and flavour and as the evening
progressed, we went through a few more bottles. We had an
amazing experience that will stay with me for a lifetime.

CASA NUEVA FAMILY
WINES RESERVA
CABERNET SAUVIGNON,
CURICÓ VALLEY, 2019,
LOT 1719

I fell so much in love with that wine that, upon my return to
Canada, I went on a mission to find more. As I was privately
importing some wines from California through the Quebec
liquor board at the time, I knew how fastidious the process
could be, so I hoped to find someone who was already
importing Casa Nueva products. Through web searches,
I found Opimian, and that’s how my journey started with the
Club in 2014. Ever since I became a member, I have been
making sure to order wines from the Chile offering.
Through the Opimian head office, I recently had the chance to
get my hands on two of the Casa Nueva Family Wines Heritage
Cabernet Sauvignon 2012 from a Founders’ Choice case.
Although the joy of wine is all about sharing, I will certainly not
be sharing these! Drinking them will bring back such fond
memories of that amazing experience in Mexico.
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If you’ve ever travelled to
Argentina, you’ve experienced
their asado culture: succulent
cuts of meat, sausages, lamb,
or pork, along with beef organs,
slowly seared over smoldering,
wood embers. But it’s not just
grilling—it’s an entire social
scene not to be missed.

FOOD

Asado Time | Grilling
Argentinian Style

In South America, there are two types of asado grills: asado al
disco and asado al horno de barro. In the al disco version,
shown below, the metal legs of a plough’s worn-out disc are
used, with the meat skewered in a spiral over a hot fire. The fat
falls to the centre, keeping the meat from frying. The al horno
de barro, shown above, is more like an outdoor bread oven
where the meats are cooked over a large, flat metal grill that
can be raised or lowered accordingly. Slow cooking is the
norm, and it’s traditional to open several bottles of wine over
the course of the grilling, grazing on appetizers of chorizo,
tamales and bread while the meat simmers away.
The free-range and grass-fed cattle in Argentina make for cuts
that slice like butter and taste like heaven. The choicest cut for
the asado is called asado de tira, as it includes fat and bones
that add marvellous taste to the meat. If a less fatty steak is
preferred, go with the vacio cut. “Vacio” means “empty”, but it is
anything but! Pure meat with zero bones or fat, one must be a
competent asador (BBQ chef) to grill this baby, so that it turns
slightly crisp outside yet remains tender and juicy inside.
SKIP THE MARINADE
Marinading or adding spices to Argentinian meat is a
sacrilege—there’s absolutely no reason to, since the meat is so
pure and the wood fire boosts the flavour naturally. Instead,
Argentines add plenty of salt before grilling, shaking even more
on the cut once it’s served. That’s when the socializing stops—
it’s time to dig into that perfectly cooked steak. To add some
spice to the evening, a topping of chimichurri sauce is popular.
Minus all that salt, a perfectly healthful meal!
No asado is a success without a bottle or two of Malbec,
Argentina’s signature wine. With its more intense body and
smoky finish, Malbec is the ultimate companion to a juicy,
grilled steak. The wines from this Cellar will be delivered during
Canada’s barbecue season, so order your case now.
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TEMÁTICO
ARGENTINO JOVEN
MALBEC, VALLE DE
UCO, MENDOZA,
2019, LOT 1690

ACORDEÓN MALBEC,
ESTATE GROWN,
GUALTALLARY, 2018,
LOT 1677

CHILE

ARGENTINA

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
SAUVIGNON BLANC
MERLOT CHARDONNAY CARMENÈRE

MALBEC

BONARDA CABERNET TORRENTÉS CHARDONNAY
SAUVIGNON

Popular Exports

Popular Exports

DID YOU KNOW?

Surf and Turf
in South America
While Chile and Argentina are neighbours, their
geography and weather patterns are quite different.
Chile earned its reputation by producing palatable
Carmenère wines, and curanto—a seafood, meat
and vegetable stew—is its national dish. Argentina,
gaucho country, is known for Malbec and for its
delectable red meat.
Argentina, the second largest country in
South America and its largest producer
of wine, is characterized by its highaltitude vineyards. In fact, Argentina is
the region with the highest altitudes in
the wine world, with some reaching
3,000 metres. Mendoza sits at 1,500
metres above sea level. The vineyards
are therefore cooled by altitude. By
contrast, Chile, a long and narrow
coastal country, is cooled by the
Humboldt current coming up from the
Antarctic Ocean.
Argentina has a long viticultural
tradition and wines have been made
there for centuries; however, it now

focuses on a New World approach
when it comes to wine and winemaking
techniques: winemakers aim for wines
of power and concentration. Chilean
winemakers remain traditional in their
practices, and aim to create Old World,
more restrained styles of wines. In fact,
even though Chile is located in the New
World, many wine experts consider it
part of the Old World.
In terms of climate, Argentina is a
sunny country. Mendoza, the most
important wine region, sits in the rain
shadow of the Andes; therefore there is
little rainfall and irrigation is supplied
by Andean meltwater. Chile is cloudy;

perhaps this is why Carmenère feels
right at home here. It is warmer than
Bordeaux, Carmenère’s homeland,
which means that the grape variety
ripens successfully every year in Chile.
International wine amateurs appreciate
Chilean Cabernet Sauvignon, as it is the
country’s first export, followed by
Sauvignon Blanc. Chile is starting to
experiment with many different grape
varieties, a trend that will surely keep up
in the future. In Argentina, the main
export is Malbec, which winemakers
seem to stick to, as well as the country’s
own indigenous varieties, such as
Torrontés and Bonarda.
vinoetcetera |
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WINE TIPS

Vintages | The Weather Effect
A wine’s vintage is an essential indicator of quality and
provides a valuable reference point to help choose the
right wines. But you don’t need to be an expert to
understand how it works.

What exactly does a wine’s vintage mean? It simply
authenticates the year in which the grapes were grown and
harvested, and it helps determine whether or not a wine should
be tasted now or kept to age. Although the vintage is written on
the bottle’s label, it is not a guarantee of the wine’s quality.
How does the year affect a wine’s taste? Besides the
winegrowers’ know-how and the quality of the soil, it’s essentially
the weather that has the most impact on the development of the
fruit as it ripens. The taste of a grape grown on the same plot will
vary slightly from year to year; it is variations in the weather that
largely shape a wine’s actual character.
Over time, improved weather forecasting, greater control of
transformation processes and state-of-the-art equipment
have reduced the fluctuation between vintages. In order to
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produce a more consistent wine, producers often choose to
offset the effect of a weaker vintage by using acidification or
chaptalization methods, or by additional filtering of the wine to
soften the tannins.
Despite these difficulties, many small producers do not
process their wines and so obtain a product that varies from
year to year, reflecting Mother Nature’s moods.
A map or table of vintages will help you grasp a region’s
production quality for a given year. But beyond the praise a
vintage receives, in the end, its appreciation is a question of
personal taste.
Building your own cellar remains one of the best ways to enjoy
various vintages and to follow the evolution of your favourite
Grands Crus.

OUR
SUGGESTIONS

TASTING NOTES

Happy Hour

JENNY SCHUMACHER,
OPIMIAN BRAND IMAGE ADVISOR

EXPRESIÓN RESERVE
PINOT NOIR,
CASABLANCA VALLEY,
2017, C264, LOT 1131
2018 VINTAGE NOW
AVAILABLE, LOT 1701

I’m one of those annoying Pinot Noir lovers.
Even our cat is named Pinot Noir (recently
“hired” as Opimian’s social media mascot.)
I visited Villard Fine Wines in the
Casablanca Valley a few years back.
Jean-Charles Villard was a wonderful host
and his Reserve Pinot Noir was one of the
excellent wines we tasted. Soft, light and
silky smooth—just like our kitty—with a
slightly sour cherry taste, it pairs perfectly
with pasta, fish, pork, chicken or a
medium-rare steak. The finish on the
palate is wonderfully warm and dry. Ready
to open now, I recommend letting this wine
breathe at room temperature for an hour
before serving. After a year or two of
cellaring, I’ve no doubt it’ll be even more
delicious. If only I could wait that long!

Here’s to a variety that was thought to be near
extinction…Carmenère, the forgotten grape!
I first tasted this grape variety in the early
2000s during an Opimian off-shore trip to
Chile’s Cornellana Estate in the Cachapoal
Valley. It was served to us with assorted local
cheeses and grilled meats that paired very well
with its intense purple colour, nose of black
cherries and flavourful, juicy fruits on the
palate. After tasting the 2015 vintage, I must
concur that nothing has changed in its flavour
profile. It’s held up well after years of storing
and is ready to drink. Since my visit to Chile,
I have become a huge fan of Carmenère,
particularly this one from Cornellana Estate.
With its great value and intriguing history, it’s
sure to be a hit at any special event. I can’t wait
for summer and the arrival of the Cornellana
Estate’s Carmenère to share with family and
friends over a barbequed leg of lamb. Salute!

We reflect on previous vintages
from suppliers featured in the
current Cellar Offering. Each issue
highlights a few bottles enjoyed
with friends and family.

JANINE KOROLUK,
AREA REPRESENTATIVE,
SASKATOON

LIRICO WINEMAKER’S WINES
MALBEC, VISTA FLORES, VALLE
DE UCO, MENDOZA, 2017, C255,
LOT 9547
2019 VINTAGE NOW
AVAILABLE, LOT 1691

RON LOUSTEL,
AREA REPRESENTATIVE,
MANITOBA

CORNELLANA
CARMENÈRE,
CACHAPOAL
VALLEY, C237,
LOT 8403

“You’re going to do what?” a dismayed
Mrs. Lorca exclaimed to her son,
Mauricio, when he shared his decision to
pass on an opportunity to attend medical
school and become an oenologist.
Boy, am I glad he did! Today, Bodega y
Vinedos Mauricio Lorca produces a
stunning array of wines. Lirico
Winemaker’s Wines Malbec, 2017 is
an excellent expression of Argentina’s
signature varietal. It has an attractive
aroma of dark berry fruits with light oak,
blackberries and some tobacco flavours
on the palate. A spicy, savoury red meat
dish pairs nicely. This 100% Malbec is
ready to drink now or could be cellared
for a few years.
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CONNECT WITH THE FASCINATING WORLD OF WINE
Opimian is Canada’s largest private and non-profit wine club.
With privileged access to the best winemakers in the world, Opimian
offers its members unique wines not found anywhere else in Canada.
We guarantee of the quality of our wines, as they are all tasted and
approved by Jane Masters MW, Opimian’s Master of Wine.
This magazine is a companion to Cellar Offering C273.

300-2170 René-Lévesque West 
Montreal QC Canada H3H 2T8
opimian.ca

